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Agents often underquote prices in order to interest more buyers in a property. Source: Supplied

DODGY real estate agents are lying to potential buyers about price guides, leading them to spend a
fortune on checks and inspections before they realise they aren’t even in the ballpark.
The problem has hit a crisis point in Melbourne with industry players banding together to try and stop it. One
buyer in St Kilda says it became obvious on three different properties he tried to buy that the agents were
under quoting their value.
He said all sold for well over what agents were predicting and in each case he had spent $350 to have
checks carried out before auction.
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Some buyers are paying for building inspections before they even realise the property costs a lot more than they can afford. Source: News Corp Australia

Buyers’ agent Miriam Sandkuhler also experienced it first hand after she was given a verbal appraisal that a
property she was looking to buy for a client would sell for between $1.8 million and $2 million. She thought its
value was more likely $2.4 million and her client ended up paying $2.6 million.
Ms Sandkuhler has banded together with Melbournebased agents and buyers agents to call on the state
government toughen legislation around the issue.
Paul Osborne, founder of buyers advocate firm Secret Agent, researched price quoting in Melbourne and
believes a majority of innercity properties are listed for sale below a price the vendor will accept.
The research, which tracked 324 auctions across 28 innercity suburbs, found 78 per cent of property
advertised in the innerMelbourne market sells for above the quoted range — some with a variation of
hundreds of thousands of dollars.

In Brisbane where agents don’t give price guides for auction properties, buyer demand pushed this house $200,000 above reserve. Source: Supplied

In South Melbourne five of the seven auctions attended by the agency sold above the quote price with an
average $380,000 (13 per cent) difference between the quote and the eventual sale price. Four of the five
auctions reviewed in East Melbourne were sold for an average $425,000 (12 per cent) above their quoted
range.
They defined ‘underquoted’ as properties that sold or were passed in for a figure higher than their advertised
sales price on the day before the auction, and noted that prices often changed during an auction campaign
to reflect interest received by the agent.
Mr Osborne believes the variation would have extended, but little else would have changed since he
concluded the research 18 months ago.
“We are probably seeing now, in many instances, the 10 to 15 per cent variation and you will see the
extreme variation up to 25 per cent.”

Strong competition in the Sydney market saw this dilapidated property sell $165,000 above reserve. Source: Supplied

“But we are still buying some that are in the quoted range or even below the range.”
He says a strong market, as it is at present, will see instances of properties going past quoted ranges without
the agent being at fault — particularly for more unique and quality homes. He’s advocating agents be
audited, with those routinely selling properties at prices exceeding their quoted ranges having closer scrutiny
paid to them.
Ms Sandkuhler says agents who underquote are doing it to get listings and people to come to the property.
She wants legislation to compel a vendor’s reserve to be declared in writing across all marketing from the
start of a campaign.
But not everyone is convinced it’s an issue. Auctioneer Rocky Bartolotto of Auction Services in New South
Wales, doesn’t believe it is a problem in Sydney. He says no matter how much research and the good
intentions of agents, property price guides go out the window when the market is hot.
He once had a property sell for $600,000 over the reserve because two bidders were so desperate to own it.

Demand in Sydney’s property market is hot pushing this house $115,000 above reserve. Source: Supplied

Mr Bartolotto said while agents do their best to try and give sellers and buyers the right information about
where the market is at, sometimes competition between bidders takes hold and there is no stopping it.
“Competition sometimes means the auction is fought out between two bidders and quickly you have gone
from on the market to $100,000 above reserve,’’ he said.
“I think there are always going to be auctions where they do go over what is quoted.’’
Mr Bartolotto says it is not an exact science determining what a property will sell for but agents should be
able to give owners evidence of what similar properties have achieved.
Real Estate Institute of Queensland chairman Rob Honeycombe says price baiting hasn’t been a problem in
that state since the 1980s. He says back then it was a significant problem until the State Government
introduced legislation about providing price guides to sellers.
He said new legislation introduced at the start of this year which banned any price guide for properties going
to auction had also cracked down on any ambiguity around the issue.
What do you think? Is price baiting an issue in your area? Continue the conversation on Twitter
@newscomauHQ

